Assessing embryonic stem cell response to surface chemistry using plasma polymer gradients.
The control of cell-material interactions is the key to a broad range of biomedical interactions. Gradient surfaces have recently been established as tools allowing the high-throughput screening and optimization of these interactions. In this paper, we show that plasma polymer gradients can reveal the subtle influence of surface chemistry on embryonic stem cell behavior and probe the mechanisms by which this occurs. Lateral gradients of surface chemistry were generated by plasma polymerization of diethylene glycol dimethyl ether on top of a substrate coated with an acrylic acid plasma polymer using a tilted slide as a mask. Gradient surfaces were characterized by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, infrared microscopy mapping and profilometry. By changing the plasma polymerization time, the gradient profile could be easily manipulated. To demonstrate the utility of these surfaces for the screening of cell-material interactions, we studied the response of mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells to these gradients and compared the performance of different plasma polymerization times during gradient fabrication. We observed a strong correlation between surface chemistry and cell attachment, colony size and retention of stem cell markers. Cell adhesion and colony formation showed striking differences on gradients with different plasma polymer deposition times. Deposition time influenced the depth of the plasma film deposited and the relative position of surface functional group density on the substrate, but not the range of plasma-generated species.